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Ken Ham 
Commander (Captain, U.S. Navy) 
●  Veteran of one spaceflight, STS-124 pilot 
●  Age: 45, Born: Plainfield, N.J. 
●  Married with two children 
●  Logged 5,000+ hours in 40 different aircraft  
●  Call sign: Hock  

Tony Antonelli (an-tuh-NEL-lee)  
Pilot (Commander, U.S. Navy) 
●  Veteran of one spaceflight, STS-119 pilot 
●  Born: Detroit 
●  Married with two children 
●  Logged  3,200+ hours in 41 different aircraft  
●  Interests include snow boarding and NASCAR  

Steve Bowen (bo-en) 
Mission Specialist-3 (Captain, U.S. Navy) 
●  Veteran of one spaceflight, STS-126 
●  U.S. Naval Academy graduate, 1986 
●  Age: 46, Born: Cohasset, Mass. 
●  Married with three children  
●  First submarine officer selected as an astronaut 

Garrett Reisman (REESE-man) 
Mission Specialist-1 
●  Veteran flight engineer on Expedition 16 & 17  
●  Launched on STS-123; returned STS-124 
●  Age: 42, Hometown: Parsippany, N.J. 
●  Ph.D. in mechanical engineering, Caltech, 1997  
●  Enjoys flying, mountaineering & canyoneering 

Michael Good 
Mission Specialist-2 (Col., U.S. Air Force, Ret.) 
●  Veteran of one spaceflight, STS-125  
●  Age: 47, Hometown: Broadview Heights, Ohio 
●  Married with three children 
●  Logged  2,650+ hours in 30 different aircraft  
●  Enjoys running, golf and family activities 

CREW  

Piers Sellers (peers) 
Mission Specialist-4 
●  Veteran of two spaceflights, STS-112 & 121  
●  Age: 55; Born: Crowborough, Sussex, UK 
●  Married with two children 
●  Ph.D. in biometeorology, Leeds University, UK  
●  Enjoys sailing, diving and fixing things 

SPACE SHUTTLE ATLANTIS 
Atlantis’ 12-day mission will deliver the Russian-built Mini Research Module-1 that will provide 
additional storage space and a new docking port for Russian Soyuz and Progress spacecraft. 
MRM-1, also known as Rassvet, which means dawn in Russian, will be permanently attached 
to the bottom port of the station’s Zarya module. MRM-1 will carry important hardware on its 
exterior including a radiator, airlock and a European robotic arm. Atlantis also will deliver addi-
tional station hardware stored inside a cargo carrier. Three spacewalks are planned to stage 
spare components outside the station, including six spare batteries, a Ku-band antenna and 
spare parts for the Canadian Dextre robotic arm. Shuttle mission STS-132 is the final sched-
uled flight for Atlantis .  

The crew patch features Atlantis flying off into the sunset as the end of the 
Space Shuttle Program approaches. However the sun also is heralding the 
promise of a new day as it rises for the first time on a new space station mod-
ule, the MRM-1.  

Atlantis lifted off on its maiden voyage on Oct. 3, 1985, on mission 51-J. Later mis-
sions included the launch of the Magellan probe to Venus on STS-30 in May 1989, 
Galileo interplanetary probe to Jupiter on STS-34 in October 1989, the first shuttle 
docking to the Mir Space Station on STS-71 in June1995 and the final Hubble ser-
vicing mission on STS-125 in May 2009. Atlantis is named after a two-masted sail-
ing ship that was operated for the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute from 1930 
to 1966. STS-132 is Atlantis’ 32nd flight and its 11th flight to the station.  Shuttle Atlantis 



The Russian Orbital Segment 

SPACEWALKS  Each will last approximately 6.5 hours. 
• On flight day 4, Reisman and Bowen will install a spare space-to-ground Ku-band antenna on the 

station’s truss, or backbone. Then they will install a new tool platform on Dextre. The spacewalkers 
will break the torque on bolts holding batteries in place on the truss, in preparation for their removal 
and replacement on the second and third spacewalks. Battery preparation work was deferred from 
STS-131 to this flight.  

• On flight day 6, Bowen and Good will remove and replace three of the six batteries on the port truss 
to store electricity from the solar arrays on that truss. The used batteries will be installed on the 
cargo carrier for return to Earth on Atlantis. 

• On flight day 8, Good and Reisman will install the final three new batteries on the truss and put the 
old batteries on the carrier. Next, if time permits, they will retrieve a grapple fixture from Atlantis’ 
payload bay and bring it inside the station for use as a spare.  

FACTS & FIGURES 
• Two flights to the station remain after STS-132 before the shuttles are retired at the end of the year. 

STS-132 is the 132nd shuttle mission and the 34th shuttle flight to the station. 
• MRM-1 is about 23 feet long and weighs 17,147 pounds. It will be attached on flight day 5 to the 

Earth-facing side of the Zarya module.  
• A spare elbow joint for the European Robotic Arm, a portable external work platform, an air-

lock and radiator that are mounted on the MRM-1 will be used to outfit the Russian Multi-
purpose Laboratory Module, which will be launched on a Russian rocket in December 2011.  

• The MLM, also known as Nauka, will be the last piece of the Russian segment.  
• Inside the MRM-1, there will be Russian and U.S. cargo, including food containers, cargo 

transfer bags, spare parts, experiment hardware and medical supplies.  
• MRM-1’s refueling system will enable Progress cargo vehicles docked to it to transfer their 

propellants to the Zarya module’s fuel tank.  
• MRM-1 hatch opening and ingress is scheduled for flight day 7. 

• Atlantis also will carry in its payload bay the Integrated Cargo Carrier-Vertical Light Deployable, 
which holds hardware that will be installed on the station’s exterior.  

• On flight day 3, the station’s robotic arm will unberth the carrier and install it on a spare parts 
platform. On flight day 9, after the hardware is transferred to the station, the robotic arm will 
return the carrier to Atlantis’ payload bay.  

• A compact disk containing the digital copies of all entries submitted to NASA's Space Shuttle Pro-
gram Commemorative Patch Contest will be flown on STS-132. The contest was held to mark the 
end of the shuttle era. The winning patch was designed by Blake Dumesnil of Hamilton Sundstrand, 
Johnson Space Center. A panel of NASA judges selected the winning patch from 85 entries submit-
ted by NASA employees and contractors. 

 

The Cargo Carrier on STS-127  Credit: Spacehab The Russian MRM-1 Commemorative Patch 


